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Study anytime, anywhere! Law in a Flash comprehensive flash cards are ideal for reviewing legal

topics point by point. Each card has a concise question on one side and an accurate answer on the

reverse side. These cards are the only product of their kind.   Law in a Flash Card Features:     Only

product of its kind   Test your knowledge of black letter law   Apply the law to hypothetical examples 

  Use individually or in group sessions   Use them anywhere, anytime   Great for exam prep
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The cards are awful!! The questions and answers are poorly written. Very disappointed. Was not

helpful in prepping for any exam or testing your knowledge of the subject matter. Don't waste your

money. There are better supplemental materials out there. I also bought Con Law II (which is

equally as terrible and being returned) Crim Pro (haven't read through the questions yet) and Real

Property (haven't read through the questions yet either). I'm hoping not all of them are this bad, but I

doubt it.

I purchased Set I of these, as well as the cards on Torts to help me get through my 1L experience.

Now that I am in the second semester, and we are moving into some of the more complex subject

matter, the Set II cards are an incredible study aid. They WILL NOT stand on their own as the only

supplemental material you use. They drill down ito some of the rules, but they give a more general

overview, and in essays, profs like specifics on some thing. I'd also like to recommend Glannon's



supplemental books on Civil Procedure and Torts as other overview supplements that compliment

these cards.Ultimately, these are great for review leading up to a test. They break the ideas down

into bite-sized chunks of info, and make you to take a step back from all the minutiae and focus on

the bigger picture. I use them to supplement my outlines, as well.I highly recommend these cards.

Many of the topics are out of date and the answers are no longer good law. I've used all of the first

year Law in a Flash Cards and have found them very helpful. This particular set should be avoided

until they have been updated.

So helpful in getting ready for my civ pro exam. These flashcards help learn the rule and how to

apply the rule. Great tool that can be used anywhere!

These flash cards are extremely useful for going through the in and out of procedure. Lots of hypos

and covers the landscape of the material well. Occasional humor keeps it lively. Expensive but

worth it.

When it comes to Civ Pro, what you want to memorize are only the things that your professor has

emphasized in class. My professor noted how important it is to know the FRCP for the exam, so

those flashcards were very helpful for me. However, in order to make more money, this company

has included so much materials on the falshcards that much of it is information that I would never

need to reference, let alone have memorized for the exam! There are two boxes of flashcards to

purchase rather than one like most other classes. I returned my flashcards as soon as possible, but

didn't get a full refund because they had been opened. Disappointing purchase, and I wouldn't

recommend to anyone, and especially not if your professor allows for an open book exam. Buy an

emanual review BOOK instead and save some money and frustration from these cards.

I purchased these my 1L year to supplement my supplements - the Glannon E&E & Multiple Choice

Guide (recommend both) and a Gilberts Outline (would not recommend). They made for a very

handy review of the basic rules (which required heavy memorization) and provided useful

hypotheticals. I wouldn't rely on them for explaining the law (Glannon will always be best), only for

memorizing the rules (which will save you time you might otherwise spend flipping through the

FRCP during the exam).A bit of advice: I see these and similar boxed flashcard sets frequently

unopened and unused in the book donation pile at the end of the semester, which I think is more a



matter of students overbuying study aids (I've certainly been guilty) than the quality of the cards (I

can only say for Civ Pro). Make sure you know the format of the exam (open book or closed, with or

w/o multiple choice) and select your aids accordingly.

I use the Law in a flash as a review for all my classes. It is a tremendous aid.
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